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Find the Electrodes holder assembly* on

top of cylinder cover.

Pull out electric cables(A, B) from the

Electrodes Holder Assembly.

*A71663 Electrodes holder assembly
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- Remove plastic panels and handle from

the machine.

- Replace a fuel filter.

- Check the whole fuel line from Fuel

Tank, Fuel Filter, Fuel Pump to Fuel

Nozzle to see if there is any fuel leakage.

If found any, take a proper action to

ensure no leaking occurs.
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- Remove two screws from the Flame

Sensor using a screwdriver.(A, B)

- Loosen the nut (C) with a spanner and

pull out the fuel pipe connected.

※ No Flame Sensor installed in old
version of Optima Steamer.

※ In the event of reassembling, tighten

the nut (C) to ensure no leaking occurs.
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- Open the damper gradually from 3 to 4

and see the combustion quality.

- Tighten the bolt if no smoke visible.

- Manufacturer Default Setting:

  -- 230V/50Hz : 3 dot

  -- 115~220V/60Hz : 3½ dot

※ Air Adjustment Damper airflow rate is

subject to change by a local climate, local

fuel quality or preventative maintenance.

- Pull Electrodes Holder Assembly up

from the top cylinder cover.

A : Tip of Electrodes(Igniter)

B : Tip of Electrodes(Igniter)

C : Fuel Nozzle

D : Fire Glass

- Wipe (A)~(D) with a dry towel.

- Remove any carbon damage on the

Electrodes(A, B) with a sandpaper.

'- Clean Fire Glass(D) with a dry towel.

- Reassemble the components of

Electrodes Holder Assembly and test run

the machine.

- If smoking problem remains unresolved

in more than 30 minustes test-run, adjust

the Air Adjustment Damper.

- Loosen the bolt using an screwdriver on

the Scroll Assembly.
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Soot Removal
Detach the C-clip at the bottom of the

Double Cylinder assembly and lift up

both cylinders to expose the Steam

Vessel. Using a vacuum and brush,

remove soot from Steam Vessel(A) and

inner cylinder(B).

If necessary, the Steam Vessel can be

detached from the chassis to allow it to

be washed with water. To do so, loosen

the nuts on the bottom of the chassis.

Regular soot removing in the Steam

Vessel as a preventative measure is

required for the better performance and

durability of the Steam Vessel.

See User's Manual for more information

on Manitenance.
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If smoke problem remains unresolved,

empty the diesel tank and refill new

diesel.

※ Over time, foreign materials and
moisture in fuel can cause improper
operation and damage to the Fuel
Tank’s Float Switch, the Fuel Filter and
the Fuel Pump. Regular maintenance to
remove build-up residues and moisture
from the Fuel Tank is required.
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If incomplete combustion problem lasted

for a long time, or users turn on & off

the machine quite often in the event of

Flame Detecting Error (Fourth light

blinking+alarm goes-off), check for the

condition of the Fire Brick(B)*.

If Fire Brick found to be cracked, replace

with new one.

If the Fire Brick found to be soaked in

with fuel residue, dry it out for hours.

*Part Code: 70198 Fire Brick P176

- If Swirler(C) found to be melted down

or damaged, repalce Internal Cylinder

Cover and External Cylinder Cover

together.

*Part Code: 70199 Int. Cylinder Cover
PM
*Part Code: 70200 EXT. Cylinder Cover
SE PM

- Reassemble the components and test

run the machine.

If the smoke problem remains unresolved

in more than an hour of test-run, go on

to the next step.
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If the smoke problem remains unresolved

though you followed Step 1~11, replace

Electrodes Holder Assembly* and test run

the machine.

*Part Code: A71663 Electrodes holder
assembly

If no Electrodes Holder Assembly on

hand and need to fix the machine

immediately, follow the next step.
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- Loosen the bolt(A) using 3mm Hex

Wrench.

- Adjust the distance between Fuel

Nozzle and Electrodes(7~8mm) by

hand(B).

- Tighten the bolt(A).

- Ensure that there is a tight connection

between the Electrodes(Igniter) and the

high voltage cables.

- Test run the machine again.

If the smoke problem persistent, contact

your distributor or manufacturer.
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The distance between tips of two

Electrodes*(3~5mm) and the distance

between Fuel Nozzle and tips of

Electrodes(7~8mm) must be maintained

according to the illustration on the left in

order to generate a spark and to achieve

proper fuel combustion.

*Part Code: 70151 Electrodes

To adjust the distance between Fuel

Nozzle and tips of Electrodes, follow the

next step.
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